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Abstract: The averaging procedure an Strutlnsky's method of shell correctmns is formulated for a 
general type of  averaging functmn. In the case of the harmomc-oscfllator potentml, the method 
is proved analytically to gave the same results as semlclasslcal methods. For the mfimte- 
rectangular-box potentml, an uncertamty in the value of the shell correction 6U of up to 
,~ 0.5 MeV ts shown to extst, the sem~classxcal value lying wRhm these hm~ts. In using 
reahstlc finite-depth potentmls, no restrictions need to be made on the vahdlty of Strutmsky's 
method, and the uncertainty m the values of 6U as estimated to be less than ~ 0 5 MeV. 

1. Introduct ion  

Dur ing  recent years, Strut insky's  method of  shell corrections t - s) has been success- 

fully used m calculations of the deformat ion energy of  heavy nuclm s -  is)t).  Its basic 

concept,  1 e. the division of the total nuclear b inding  energy into a smooth l iquid-drop 

energy ELo and  an oscillating shell correctmn energy 6U, shall not  be Investigated 

here; it is discussed in detail in refs. 2 - s ) .  We only recall here that  the shell correction 

6U is obta ined  by means of  an energy averaging of  a single-particle spectrum (e,}, 

which has to be the set ofelgenvalues of.an average nuclear potential, as it is used, e.g., 

in the shell model. 

In  the present  paper  we shall focus on thls energy averaging method and  compare 

~t to some recently proposed alternative ways of obta in ing the shell correction. We 

shall only consider the first-order shell correction, I e the quant i ty  6 U = 6E1 in the 

no ta t ion  of  refs. 4, s), thus neglecting higher-order terms. We wdl also omit  pairing- 

energy corrections, since they can be calculated separately and  added afterwards to 

the final energy expression. 

The shell correction 6 U consists of  a p ro ton  par t  and  a neut ron  part  Each of  them 

is calculated by taking the difference between the sum of  the occupied levels of the 

nucleus under  considerat ion and its average value, vtz. 

6U, = 2 ~ E ~ ° - 2  (E)dE, z = n, p. (1.1) 

* Supported by the Swiss Nattonal Foundation. Present address'. State Umversity of New York 
at Stony Brook, L.I, New York 11790 
tt For more extensive reference lasts, see the review articles refs. 5.12.13). 
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For the evaluation of the average level density ~,(E), Strutmsky proposed a numerical 
averaging of the single-particle spectrum e~ ") by Gaussian smoothing functmns, taken 
over a certain energy range y. Care has to be taken of the correct value not only of  
~,(E) ,  but also of its derivatives, which makes the so-called curvature corrections 
necessary. We shall present this formalism in detail in sect. 2, formulating it for a more 
general type of  smoothing function of which the Gaussian is one example. The so- 
called plateau condition will be discussed, too. 

The energy averaging of  the single-particle levels, as proposed by Strutmsky, is one 
possible technical way of  determining the average level density entering the definition 
of  the shell correction, eq. (1.1). In fact, the problem of  finding an asymptotic ex- 
pression for the density of eigenstates of  a certain potential of  given shape has already 
been considered by Hill and Wheeler 14) for the case of  a potential with infinitely deep 
wells, generalizing a mathematical result obtained by Weyl 1 s) in 1911. Several other 
authors have taken up this problem again, and different alternative methods have been 
proposed for obtaining ~(E), most of them based on semmlasslcal expansions x 6-23). 
It is of some interest to compare their results to Strutinsky's results. 

In sect. 3 we shall prove analytically that exactly the same results are obtained with 
all methods for the case of the 3-dimensional deformed harmonic-oscillator potential. 
In the same section, we consider the infinite rectangular potential well. In spite of  
some small ambiguities, the method is shown to give results very close to the semi- 
classical ones in this case, too. 

Finally, in sect. 4, some realistic shell model potentials are considered and the prob- 
lem of  the influence of unbound states in the case of finite-depth potentials is discussed. 

2. The formalism of Strutinsky's averaging method 

2.1. EXTRACTION OF A SMOOTH PART OF TH:E LEVEL DENSITY 

The level density t of  a discrete energy spectrum e, can be written as a sum of 6- 
functions: 

g(E) = E 6(E-s,).  (2.1) 
g 

The function g(E) varies rapidly with energy, reflecting shell effects due to the non- 
uniform distribution of  the single-particle energies 8,. However, besides its rapidly 
fluctuating part, g(E) contains also a smooth part go(E), which describes the average 
behaviour of  the level distribution and which is uniquely determined by the potential 
to which the e~envalues s, belong. Thus, we may write 

a(E) = go(E)+ 5g(E). (2.2) 

The part 5g(E) usually oscillates periodically with a typical "wavelength" of the order 
of  ~ 6-10 MeV, which is the mean distance between the main shells occurring in 
spherical as well as in deformed nuclei z, 5, 23). 

t For slmphoty's sake, we shall throughout thin paper consider only one kmd of nucleon. 
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It IS the goal of  the Strutmsky method to extract by means of an energy averaging 
o f  the spectrum e, a smooth quantity ~(E)  which approximates as well as possible the 
function go(E). This is usually achieved x, 2) by smearing out the spectrum 5, with 
Gaussian functions over an energy range 7: 

1 M 2/a 
= -==-- ~ le -((E-~0/~)2" X~ a .,28 d _((E_~,)/~)2 / (2.3a) 

a2, = ( -  1)"/22~/t!. (2.38) 
By choosing y to be 

y > //co ~ 6-10 MeV, (2 4) 

one obtaans a smooth function 9 (E)  which, however, is not necessarily adentlcal to 
the smooth part go(E) of  the exact level density (2.2). Thus, one chooses the coeffi- 
cients a2~, in the second term of  eq. (2.3a), contmnmg the so-called curvature correc- 
tions, m such a way that not only go(E), but also its first 2M derivatives are repro- 
duced correctly. This procedure is described in detail below. 

It has been shown by Bassichzs et aL z4), that the definition (2 .3 )o f0 (E) i s  equiv- 
alent to taking the first M terms of  an expansion of the sum of  f-functions (2.1) in 
terms of  Hermite polynomials. 

The basic idea of  this averaging procedure is not restricted to the use of Gaussian 
funcnons only. We shall therefore m the following present the method in a somewhat 
different way, using a rather general type of  averaging funcnons. The correction co- 
efficients can thereby be determined m a straightforward way. 

2 2. DETERMINATION OF THE CURVATURE CORRECTIONS 

The energy averaging of  the single-particle spectrum el can be represented by means 
of  a folchng Integral. Defining an integral operator Gop which acts on the quantum 
level density (2.1), 

1/"+~ ( E - e ' )  
G°p[g(E)]  = ~ J -  oo g(Et)f de', (2.5) 

\ ), / 

we can write 

G(E) =1 (E-e,)  2 1  =  opEO(e)l (2.6) 

In principle, many different types of  averagingfuncttonsf(x) can be used. For  reasons 
which become clear in the next section, we wdl confine ourselves to a class of sym- 
metrical functions specified by the following properties: 

(1) The f unc non f (x )  is a continuous even function which is posmve in ( - ~ ,  + oo): 

f (x)  > o, x ~ ( - o o ,  +oo), (2.7a) 

f ( - x )  = f(x). (2 7b) 
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( l i )  The funct lonf(x)  has its maximum value at x = 0 and falls rapsdly off on both 
sides, going faster to zero than any power of x -  1 if x ~ _+ oo: 

f ' ( 0 )  = 0, f " ( 0 )  < 0, (2.7c) 

J(x)  <= f(O), (2.7d) 

x"f(x) ---} 0 (m = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  ). (2.7e) 
~¢--* -I- oo 

(ni) All derwatwes o f f ( x )  exist and go to zero as x ---} + ~ .  

d" 
dx" f(x)~_.+®--} 0 (n 1, 2, 3 . . . .  ). (2.7f) 

From the properties (2.7a-e) follows that all even moments c2m exist and are finite: 

Czm = xZ'f(x)dx < oo (m = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  ). (2.8) 
~ o o  

(The uneven moments c2m+ 1 are zelo by symmetry reasons.) We normahze the func- 
t l o n f ( x )  m such a way that 

Co = f(x)dx = 1. (2.8a) 
- - 0 0  

To the same extent t ha t f (x )  goes to zero for large values of  x, the averaging opera- 
tor (2.5) will wipe out the oscillating part 6#(E) of the exact level density (2.2) as soon 
as ~ ~> hco [see also ref. ~ 7)]. But as stated above, the smooth function G(E) (2.6) is 
in general not identical to go(E)  in eq. (2.2). However, m the cases where go(E)  is 
equal to a polynomial in E, one can correct G(E) to become equal to go(E), using 
the curvature corrections. In order to derive those, we cast Gop (2.5) in the form of a 
series o f  differential operators. Inserting a Taylor expansion of  g(E ' )  around E into 
eq. (2.5) and integrating over E' ,  we find 

Gop -= ~ b2~2~d2~/dE2~, (2.9) 
/ ~ = 0  

wah 

b2u = C2IJ(2//)! , 

where c2~, are the moments (2.8) of the averaging function. The reverse operator of  
(2.9), defined by 

G~pl[G(E)] = o(E), (2.10) 

can also be written in the same form: 

Gop a = ~ a2zy2Ud2Z/dE 2~. (2.11) 
# = 0  

The coeflficlents a2~ can be constructed easdy from the b2~ by multiplying the two 
series (2.9) and (2.11) with each other and putting the coefficients of  all powers 
~t __> 1 of  d2/dE 2 equal to zero. 
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In the appendix, some examples of  the averaging funct lonf(x)  and the correspond- 
mg coefficients a2v are given. 

The essential pomt which leads to the definition of  the curvature corrections is now 
the following: If  go(E) is a polynomial of  degree 2 M +  1, all derivatives of  order 
2 M +  2 or more vanish identically in applying Gov on go(E). Of course, the identity 
(2.10) then still holds, if only the first M terms of  the operator G~v i (2.11) are used. 
Thus, applying the first M terms of  G~v 1 on G(E) will give us back go(E) 

For  any level density g(E), irrespectively of its smooth part go(E) being a poly- 
nomial or not, we now define the curvature-corrected uniform level density ~(E) as 

M .2# d2~' G(E) 1 g a (2#) 
- -  = 2 #  f , (2.12) 

where a2# are the expansion coefficients of  the operator G~ t (2.11) Thus, by the very 
defimtion (2.12) of  ~(E), any component of the level density go(E) which can be 
described as a (2M+ 1)th order polynomial is identically reproduced in this averaging 
procedure. In the case of  the Gausslan funct lonf(x)  = (1/x/z0exp(-  x2), these defim- 
tions lead exactly to eq. (2 3). 

Concerning the properties (2 7), (2.8) of  the averagmg funct ionf(x) ,  we make here 
the following comment. The convergence (2.7e) is not required for all values of  m. 
In fact, we can relax the con&tlon (2 7e) to be valid only up to a fimte value m -- 
2N +  1, so that only the first N moments (2.8) exist. Although the operator Gop cannot 
be written in the closed form (2.9) any more, one can then still extract a part G~ 
consisting of  the first M terms (M < N)  of  the series (2.9), the rest of Gop being an 
averaging integral over the remaining term in a truncated Taylor series. The curvature 
corrections are then found in exactly the same way by findmg the inverse operator 
o f  G~. This is illustrated by an example in appendix D. 

A somewhat different generalization of  the method, making use of  orthogonal poly- 
nomials, has recently been described by Bunatian et aL 4). 

2.3. OCCUPATION N U M B E R  REPRESENTATION OF THE SHELL CORRECTIONS 

In many cases of  application, it is convenient to make use of  occupation numbers 
for describing the quantities appearing in the shell correcUon method [see also 
refs. *' s)]. 

The equation for the particle number N can be used to define some averaged occu- 
pation numbers ~,: 

N = 2 ~(E)dE = 2 ~,(E)dE = 2 ~ fi,, (2.13) 
- o o  o o  1 

where 

g(E) = E 
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Inserting eq. (2.12) into (2.13), we obtain exphcltly 

f t ~  M 

Ft, = f ( x )dx+ ~, a2,f(2~-')(t,), (2.14) 
-Qo /~=1 

with 
t, = (2--~,)[y. (2.15) 

The umform energy (see eq. (1.1)) is wxth these definmons 

0 = 2 (E)dE = 2 2 e,~,+F, (2 16) 
g 

where the term F is exphcitly given by 

F = 2y 2 xO,(x)dx. (2.17) 
g ~--oO 

Practically, the contribution of the term F to the uniform energy 0 is zero. This 
can be shown an the following way. Differentiating eqs. (2.13) and (2.16) with respect 
to y, we find after elimmaUon of the quantity d)./Oy, 

dOdy - 2 fxoo(E-2)  ~-~ (2 18) 

From the definition of~(E) ,  eq. (2 12), we find the identity 

o7 ~ O,(E) , (2 19) 

which holds independently of the averaging function f (x) .  From (2.18) and (2.19) 
we find after partial mtegraUon 

Z f  t' 1 dO _ 2y xO,(x)dx =- - F. (2.20) 
d7 , ---~o y 

Thus, the umform energy becomes equal to 

O = 2 ~ e,~,+ydg/dy. (2.21) 
g 

In this form, we see that the second term vanishes for all values 7o of the smearing 
parameter, for which 

(d/7/dy)~=7o = 0. (2.22) 

If  the funcUon/.7(7 ) has a plateau (see below), eq. (2.22) is fulfilled for all points 7o 
of the plateau. In this case, the occupation numbers fi, can be stud to contain all 
necessary information for the uniform energy/7. We can thus write the shell correc- 
tion 6U [eq. (1.1)] as 

,5 V(7o) = 2 ~, e, fin,, (2 23) 
I 
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where 
6n, = n , -  ~,, (2.24) 

and n, are the "Har t r ee -Fock"  occupat lon numbers  wh]ch are 1 or  0 according as e, 
is occupmd or  empty 

As an illustration, the quantmes  fin, are displayed in fig. 1 for  an actual case using 
the spectrum o f  a Woods-Saxon  potentml s) and Gaussmn averaging. I t  IS clearly 

seen, that  a relatively nar row reg]on .~ + y around the Fermi energy ;~ is cut  out  o f  
the spectrum. This demonstrates that  the shell corrections 6U are determined only 
by the single-partmle energies near the Fermi energy. Far  f rom it, the contnbut]ons  
f rom the levels e, are cancelled as 6n, -.* 0 for  l~,-2l >> 

Iw°°°s ;A×0N ' Z: 

/ 

8n,/ _ fl 

- 0 5 ~ "  
-lo -s E [MeV]O 

Fig. l Proton energy spectrum e~ of a deformed Woods-Saxon potential For details of the 
potentml, see ref. 5) The posIUons of the vertical lines along the energy axis are those of the 
levels e~; their lengths are equal to the values of t~n~ (2 24) The order of curvature correctmns is M = 2 

2 4. THE PLATEAU CONDITION 

In  h]s original papers 1, 2), Strutmsky claimed the shell corrections t~U to be in- 
dependent  o f  the parameter  y in a region hto ~< ), ~< 2ha), because the quanti ty y in 
itself has no physical meaning. This so-called pla teau  condition is well fulfilled for  the 
case o f  a harmonic-oscil lator potent]al 2) and approximately m a Ndsson model  
potential  6). In  more  realistic potentlals, however, in general no clear plateau is found. 
The reasons are sketched in the following. 

The umform level density ~ (E)  ]s introduced so as to represent the smooth  par t  
y o ( E )  o f  the level dens]ty (2.1) which is uniquely defined by the potential. As we have 
seen above in subsect. 2.2, ~ (E)  is identical with g o ( E )  only if  the latter is a pure poly- 
nom]al  m energy. This, in turn, is in general not  the case. 

The harmomc-oscdla tor  potential  makes an except]on here. In  flus special case, 
g o ( E )  IS known to be a second-order parabola  in E [see eq. (3.13) below]. We expect 
therefore ~7(E) to be ]dentlcal with go (E)  as soon as the smearing Interval y has 
reached the value ha), i.e. the shell oscdlatlons 5 g ( E )  In eq. (2.2) are averaged out. In  
enlarging the interval y even more, no change m ~(E)  is expected, since the same parab-  
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ola holds for go(E) in any energy region. Thus, an 1deal plateau must appear in this 
case We shall discuss the harmonic-oscillator case in more detail m subsect. 3.1. 

The apphcablllty of Strutlnsky's method is however not restricted to cases where 
go(E) is a pure polynomial. In fact, eqs. (2.5) and (2 9) demonstrate that/7(E) con- 
tams the first 2M terms of a Taylor expansion of  the level density go(E) at the energy 
E. Therefore, if y is chosen just large enough to average the Osclllatmns 6g(E) out, 
0 (E) represents a local approximation of go(E) by a polynomial of order 2M. In order 
to dlustrate this point, let us rewrite the smooth level density 0(E),  using the defim- 
tlons (2 5) and (2 12) 

 '3o O(E) = (E + yx)fM(x)dx, (2.25) 

M d2~ 
fM(x) =u=~oa2~ dx2~ f(x). (2.26) 

[In (2.25), we have assumed that 7 is large enough so that the contribution of the part 
6g(E) of (2.2) is practically zero ] We replace now go(E+Tx ) in eq (2.25) by the first 
2 M +  1 terms of ~ts Taylor expansmn around E plus the corresponding remaining 
term Rz~+I(E, 7x) 

2 M +  1 

go(E +Tx) = Oo(E)+ .__Z (Tx)" = #! ,o ~,+RzM+~(E, 7x) (2 27) 

Then, due to the way m which the curvature corrections have been constructed, 0 (E)  
becomes equal to 

O(E) = go(E) + 7x) = o0(E) + AoM(E, 7). (2 28) 

Thus, the quantity 0(E)  is equal to go(E) up to a small correctmn Ag~(E, 7), which 
~s an average of the remainder R2M + a taken essentially over an interval E +_ ~ 7. Since 
this correctmn IS non-vanishing and dependent on y as soon as g(oZ~t+2)(E) # 0, 
we cannot expect a plateau m this case. However, we can try to make AgU(E, y) as 
small as possible by looking for its mlmmum as a function of y. Thus, the best ap- 
proxlmatmn Of0o(E ) might be found by choosing y to be a solution of 

dO(E, y) _ 8AgM(E, y) _ O, (2.29) 
~7 07 

where y > hog. Calculating the uniform energy t.7 corresponds to approximating an- 
other functmn of the Fermi energy [due to the integration over 0(E),  see eq. (2.16)]. 
Therefore, the best value Yo for calculating t7 should be a solutmn of 

(~lT/O7)r=ro = O, (2.30) 

where we again are interested in solutmns Yo ~> hco only. An upper limit for the 
parameter 7 is given first by the finite depth of realistic nuclear potentials, and second 
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by the finite number of  single-particle levels to be practically used. We shall discuss 
these limitations in the following sections. 

The stationariness condi twn (2.30) is the infinitesimal equivalent of  the usual pla- 
teau condition and should be used to determine 7o in cases where the latter is not ful- 
filled. The optimal order M of  the curvature correction is reached as soon as the 
value [Ttm(yt0 m)  remains constant when M is increased" 

/.7(M)(y~0M)) = 0(M+ 1)(7~0M+ l)) (2.31) 

The solution of  eq. (2.30) is easily found by iteration of  7 using a starting value 
7o ,,~ hco, where eq. (2.13) has to be fulfilled at each step of  the iteration. In iterating 
both quantities 7 and 2 simultaneously, sufficient convergence could be reached wathm 
4-8 steps m most practical cases. 

3. Application to some model potentials 

We shall in this section illustrate the shell correction method for two mathemati- 
cally simple Infinite potentials and compare the results to those of  some recent semi- 
classical approaches 19.21, 2a). 

3.1. ANISOTROPIC 3-DIMENSIONAL HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

The general form of  the 3-dimensional anisotroplc harmonic-oscillator potential is 

V(x ,  y,  z)  = ½m(co 2 x 2 + co~ y2 + co2 z2). (3.1) 

The frequencies to1, co2, toa generally differ from each other and may be taken as de- 
formation parameters; in the spherically symmetric case, co1 = co2 = cos = coo. 
Volume conservatmn is provided for by the condition 

col co2 co3 = coa = const (3.2) 

The well-known elgenvalues of  the potential (3.1) are 

8,,,,, a = e o + h ( c o l n + c o 2 m + c o s p  ) (n, m , p  = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ) ,  (3.3) 

e0 = ½h(col +co2+co3). 

The simple analytical form of  the elgenvalues (3.3) allows us to calculate the uniform 
quantities ~ and t7 analytically to a very good approximation. For this purpose, we 
have to evaluate threefold sums hke 

0(2)  = 1 a2~,f(2~, ) (3.4) 
7 n , m , p = O  = 

[see eq. (2.12)]. Such sums can be calculated using the Euler-MacLaunn formula 
[see e.g. ref. 2 s)], prowded that the averaging parameter 7 is not considerably smaller 
than the shell spacing hcoo, i.e. 

Y ~> hcoo. (3.5) 
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A suitable form of the Euler-MacLaurln formula is the following: If  f ( -  oo) = 
f ' ( - -  oo) = =f(2k+l) (_  ~ )  . . . . .  O, then 

~ f ( a - n b ) =  ~of(x)dx+½f(a)+k~=lb2k (2k)! f(2k-D(a), (36) 
n = 0  

where B2k a r e  the Bernoulli numbers. Applying eq. (3.6) to the threefold sum in eq. 
(3.4), we obtain 

0(2) = i ~ a2~X2~, (3.7) 
IAt 

t t = O  

( , ) , f  f. = .- . 3 /  u Y /  °xf(2~)(x) X2,, ~ dz _ dy f(2,)(x)d x+ Co72 ~to _, (y . 
- ~o [~O~o)  J -  oo J -  

[?  ( 1  1 l )  e27 l ft:~odxf(2~)(x) 
+ 1-~ + --w2 4- + 3(h-t.o~)3 j 

+ % ( 1 +  1 + l )  f(21,)(to)+ 
12h o92 

where 
to = (2 -%) / r .  (3 8) 

The missing terms in eq. (3.7) all contain higherderxvatlvesf(2u+~)(to) (v = 1, 3, 5 , . .  ). 
For the integrals over the functlonf(x) occurring in eq. (3.7), asymptotic expressions 
can be inserted if the upper limit to is much larger than unity (see eqs. (A.2a--c) m the 
appendix). This sets an upper limit for the averaging parameter, 

r << 2-Co,  (3.9) 

which is not in contradiction to the inequality (3.5), since for medium and heavy nuclei 
the Fermi energy 2 lies several units of hoo above the lowest energy level %. An addi- 
tional upper limit for ~ is given by the fact that in numerical calculations one is forced 
to use a finite number of energy levels with a highest level, say, em~,. Then we must 
require 

r << e,..~-2. (3.10) 

If  both conditions (3.9) and (3.10) are fulfilled, we may thus insert the asymptotic 
expressions (A.2a-c) into eq. (3.7). The result for the uniform level denmy is for any 
M > I ,  

1 ,~2 1 

~(2) ~ 2(h-~o)a - 8hto--~ r(~,), (3 11) 

where the deformation-dependent function r(og,) is 
r(09,) = ~(09~ + w2 + c02)1m2o • (3.12) 

The result (3.11) is independent of 7 in the regmn limited by eqs. (3.5), (3.9)and (3.10), 
and is therefore identmal with the plateau value of the curve ~(2, ~). Numerical com- 
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putatmns of ~().), taken at the plateau, show that the accuracy of  eq. (3.11) is better 
than ~ 10 -4. This is demonstrated in fig. 2, where we compare the analytmal result 
(3 11 ) to the numerically calculated t~(2) as functions of  the Fermi energy. Only at 
the bottom of the two curves, where eq. (3.9) is not fulfilled, can a slight &fference be 
seen. The same curves are obtained for &fferent deformatmns of  the potentml Th~s 
reflects the fact that the second term m eq. (3.11) is very small compared to the first 
one and may be neglected m practical cases It ~s ~mportant, however, for the uniform 
energy [7. 

HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
4 POTENTIAL / 

I'~. = 6 MeV / 

/ 
$2;'2' / 

- -  nun-~r col ~(E}~ 

oL. / , --,--°TT 
0 20 E [MeV] 40 60 

3 
"7 

0) 

E 
~ 2  

Ld 
v 

Fig. 2 Umform level density ~(E) for the harmomc-osclllator potential (bOo = 6 MeV), both 
spherically and axially deformed (ratio of axes = 1.5). The sohd line shows the numerical result 
according to eq. (2 12) using Gausslan averaging. The dashed curve is the analytmal result for the 

plateau value (3 11) of~  (E) which is ldentmal to go (E) (3.13) 

It is worth mentmnlng that the fil st term m eq. (3.11) is identical to the result of  the 
Thomas-Ferm~ model apphed to the harmonic-oscillator potentml. We therefore 
suppose that eq. (3.11) corresponds to the first two terms of  a semlclassmal expanston 
of  the local level denslty. Indeed, the very same result, i.e. 

go(E)  _ 1 EZ - 1 o9~ + o~ +o91 (3.13) 
2(ho9o) 3 24h(o 0 092 ' 

was obtained independently by using a generahzed statistical theory t 9) and a semi- 
classJcal par tmon function approach Zl). 

It might be interesting to note that the result (3.13) can also be obtained by apply- 
mg the Euler-MacLaurin formula (3.6) d~rectly to the sum of  f-functions (2.1) w~th 
the energies e,,mp (3.3). This calculation is, of  course, ldentmal to the hmttmg case 
? ~ 0 m the above derlvatmn. 
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The results for the uniform energy/7 and the particle number N, obtained m the 
same way as ~(2) above, are 

/.7 ~ 1 1 2" 1 r(o~,)2Z+R(w,) ' (3.14) 
4 (h~0) 3 8 h ~  0 

_ N ~  - - -  
3 (hogo) 3 4h~o o 

where r(og,) Is gwen by eq (3.12) and the third term In eq. (3.14) IS explicitly 

('D I "[- ('02 "~ ('D 31 1 r2 (~o , )+  1 4 • 4 R(~,) = -ho9  o ~ 480 3 ~  ° . j .  (3.16) 

Unlike # and N, the uniform energy [7 (3.14) IS only independent of  ? for M > 2. 
I f M  = 1, a term proportional to 74 IS present, so that iT(y) has no plateau at all. This 
can be seen m fig. 3, where the shell correctmn 6U, calculated for the harmonic- 

HARMONIC OSCILLATOR POTENTIAL N=?0 

0 " ~ /  {spnerJco[} f(x)=~.e "~  "h~,= 6 MeV- 

-101 \X (3)~ 

, (21\ 

Fig 3. Shell correction t~U for N = 70, calculated for the spherical harmonic-oscillator p0tentlal, 
as a function of  the smearing parameter 7- Gaussian averaging has been used; the curvature correction 
orders M are given in parentheses The number  of  main oscillator shells used is 16 for the solid lines 

and 8 for the dashed lines The plateau value is t~U = --8 91 MeV 

Fig. 4 

i - -  i i 

HARMONIC OSCILLATOR POTENTIAL N =70 

0 ~ ( spherical } f(x) = ~ "ho. : 6 MeV 

\ \ \  
', \ \ (16snelis used ) 

I 11) "~ i I 

0 1 2 3 s 

The same as fig 3, but with the averaging fur tc t lonf (x)  = ½ cosh-2x.  The plateau value is 
~U = --8 91 MeV. 
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oscillator potential with N = 70 using Gausslan averaging, is dlsplayed as a function 
of  ~ for different orders M of the curvature corrections. The exact numerical results 
show that the accuracy of  eq. (3.14) for the plateau value of /7 is better than 10- ~ 
Taking ha) o = 41(2N) -¢  MeV [cf. ref. 6)], the difference between (3.14) and the 
exact value o f / 7  is less than ~ 0.03 MeV over the whole range of nucleon numbers 
4 < N < 300 in the spherical case. In fact, the standard deviation of  m 0.2 MeV 
found m the calculations of  Bhadun and Ross 21) turns out to be just of  the order of  
the term R(~,)(3.16) which is missing in their work. The term R(o~,) can, however, 
also be obtained in the partition function approach o f r e f  21), if the energy mtegral 
m E defined there is interchanged w~th the integral over the parameter  fl of  the reverse 
Laplace transformation. 

The length of  the plateau m fig. 3 ~s clearly dependent on the number of  oscillator 
shells taken into account. In our calculations above, this dependence is determined 
by the inequality (3.10) which m practice turns out to be more decisive than eq. (3 9). 
Thus, the more states above the Fermi energy are used, the longer the plateau wall be. 
Its length is also somewhat dependent on the asymptotic behavlour of  the averaging 
function f ( x ) .  Thxs is illustrated m fig. 4 which shows the results obtained with the 
averaging func t lonf (x )  = ½ cosh-2x.  (Its curvature correctlon coefficients are hsted 
m the appendix.) The curves are very similar to those in fig. 3. As cosh-2x  ,-, exp 
( - 2 x )  for large x, the plateau is reached less rapidly than with the Gausslan aver- 
aging ~ e x p ( - x 2 ) .  However, the plateau value of  6U is exactly the same in both 
cases. This demonstrates the independence of the method from the specml form 
of  the averaging function. 

For  the understanding of  Strutmsky's averaging method it is essential to reahze 
that the length of the plateau Is only due to the contmuatlon of  the level spectrum 
above the Fermi energy and has no physical meaning m itself. The only quantity of  
physical Importance is the plateau value of 6 U. Since the uniform energy/7 is given by 
the fourth-order parabola (3.14), the order of  the curvature correction can be uniquely 
determined as M = 2. 

We shall shortly discuss the deformation dependence of  the uniform energy /7 
gwen by eq. (3.14). Ehmmatlng the Fermi energy 2 from eqs. (3 14) and (3.15), we 
can easily obtain an expansion of 17 m powers of  (3N) -~. Retaining the first two terms, 
we obtain 

0 = ¼hogo(3N)~[l +½r(¢o,)(3N)-g']. (3.17) 

The next term, which is of  zeroth order in N, contributes to less than 10-4, Le. to less 
than ~ 0.2 MeV m practical cases. Eq. (3.17) for the average part  of  the single-pamcle 
sum, valid for the harmomc-oscdlator potentml, has recently been obtained by using 
an expansion appropriate for large nucleon numbers 2s). 

The first term m eq. (3.17) - the Thomas Fermi term - is proportional to the volume 
of  the nucleus which is kept constant as a function of deformation (see eq. (3.2)). 
The deformation dependence of  17 is thus governed by the function r(og,). Strutmsky 
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has shown numerically 2) that the deformation-dependent part of /7  is approximately 
proportional to the surface area in an axially symmetric harmonic-oscillator potentml. 
(Strictly speaking, the harmonic-oscillator potential defines no clear surface region 
of  the nucleus. The expressions "surface" and "volume" shall thus here only be under- 
stood with respect to the deformation dependence of the corresponding terms.) Using 
our result for r(co,) (3.12) m the axially symmetric case, it is easy to confirm the ap- 
proximate proportionality of  this term to the surface of a two-axial ellipsoid at 

moderate deformations. 

3 2. INFINITE RECTANGULAR BOX IN THREE DIMENSIONS 

We consider a 3-dimensional rectangular box with sides a, b and c. Its volume IS 

kept constant by the relation 
V = abc = L 3. (3.18) 

The potential is zero inside and Infinite outside the box. The eigenvalues of this poten- 

tial are well known. 
( L 2 n 2 L 2  L2 ) 

en,,p = Eo ~ + b-2 m 2 + c-2 p2 (n, m, p = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  ), (3.19) 

7~2~ 2 
E o - ~ 51.5(2N) -~ MeV, (3.20) 

2mL 2 

where we have put L 3 = -~nraA, A = 2N and r o = 1.24 fm. Due to the quadratic 
dependence of the emp on the quantum numbers, it does not seem possible to calculate 
the Strutinsky averaged quantities ~ and/7  analytically in a simple way. It is however 
still possible to compare these quantities numerically to the results obtained with 
other methods [cf. also ref. 21)]. 

The average part go(E) of  the density of  eigenvalues in a rectangular box has been 
derived with different semxclassIcal methods 14,2o, 21): 

V x /~ -_ lnEo  1 S + l E o  ½ C 1 g°(E) = ¼nE°~-~ ~ L x/E ' (3 21) 

where V is the volume (3.18) and S the surface 

S = 2(ab + ac + be) (3.22) 

of  the box, the quantity C In the "curvature term" of eq. (3.21) is 

C = a+b+c .  (3.23) 

Since go(E) (eq. (3.21)) is not a simple polynomial m energy, we have to make use 
of  the statlonarIness condition (2 30) in order to find the correct value of the aver- 
aging parameter ~ in each case. Fig. 5 shows some curves 6 U(~), calculated for three 
arbitrary nucleon numbers. It ~s seen that the curves m some cases exhibit several 
stationary points ~0, which lead to slight amblguiUes in the value of 6U. The mdeter- 
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mmacy of  6U is however not large m these cases, except for low nucleon numbers 
(N < 60) where in the worst cases it approaches __+ ,,~ 0.5E0. 

It  is very hkely that the oscillations of  ~SU(y) for values of  ~, larger than ,~ 10Eo 
are due to the fact that the short-range oscillations 6#(E)  in the level density of  the 
spectrum (3.21) are very irregular and do not have a constant "wavelength" (cor- 
responding to ho9 o m the harmonic oscdlator). As a consequence, the contribution of  
t~y(E) to the averaged quantities ~(E)  and/.7 is not neghglble - an assumption we 
made in discussing the stationarmess condmon (2.30) m subsect. 2.4. In more reahstic 
potentials, where a mare shell spacing ho~ is usually quite well defined, we therefore 
do not expect serious amblgmtles of  this kind. 

I , r i , 

N=/. 

0 ~ , N =210 , 

0 10 "/[E,] 20 
Fig 5 Shell corrections ~U for the mfimte-cublc-box potential as functions of the averaging 
parameter All energies are in umts of Eo [see eq. (3.20)] The numbers m&cated are the orders M 

of the curvature correcUon. (Gaussmn averaging used.) 

In order to compare the results for t7 with the semlclassical results, we define the 
corresponding smooth energy Usc L [cf. ref. 21)]: 

USCL = 2J0 Ego(E)de, (3 24) 

where the Fermi energy )'SCL lS found t f rom 

/~2SCL 
N = 2Jo go(E)dE. (3 25) 

? In this  equa t ion  (3 25), an  addi t ional  t e rm - -~6 (E )  has  to be added to go (E),  see ref  zl). 
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Fig. 6 shows the difference Usc L -  17, calculated for the case of  the cubic box, as a 
function of the nucleon number N. The Strutmsky averaged energy 17 was calculated 
using the Gaussmn averaging function; the values of  the parameter 7 were given by 

the equation 
70 (N)  = (c + 0 0425N)Eo, (3.26) 

which was determined empmcally to fit the posmon of the solutions 70 of  the sta- 
tlonarmess condition (2 30) (In the cases of  two stationary points 70, the value (3.26) 
fits approximately to theJr average.) The constant c m eq. (3.26) depends on the ordei 
M of  the curvature correction 

-051 , ~ , , 

50 100 150 200 N 250 

Fig 6. Infimte-cublc-box potential Difference between the semiclassical energy Usct (3.24) and the 
Strutmsky-averaged energy/7, taken at values yo(N) = (8 8+0.0425 N)Eo (cf eq (3 26), M = 4), 

versus nucleon number N. The difference USCL--O is given m MeV. 

N 
0 50 100 150 200 300 
I I I I 

INFINITE 

k:]  , 

2 

~ - -  ~(E) Strutmsky~ ~=~. 
0 ---.."~', - - - -  g,CE) semlclasslcal 

i L r 

0 20 40 60 
E[E.] 

Fig. 7. Level density of the mfimte-cublc-box potential as a functmn of the energy. The corresponding 
particle numbers are indicated along the upper edge of the figure Sohd line the function ~ (E) taken 
at the stationary point ~'o at each energy E (Gaussian averaging, M = 2) Dashed hne: semi- 

classical level density qo (E), eq (3 21) 

Fig. 6 shows that, as an improvement of  the conclusmns drawn m ref 21), the dif- 
ference I Usc L-/71 is less than g 0 2 MeV for all nucleon numbers N > 40, if use is 
made of the statlonarmess condition (2.30). Quahtatively and quantltatlvely slmdar 
results are obtained for values 2 < M < 4 of  the curvature correction order and for 

different deformations. 
Even lncluchng the above amblgmtms m the value of/.7, which give uncertainties 

of  up to + ~ 0.5 MeV for N > 60, we consider the agreement between [7 and USCL 
as being excellent, especially when remembering that their absolute values are of  the 

order of  several thousands of MeV. 
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The uniform level density ~(E)  is not very sensitive to the exact value of  Yo, and its 
agreement w~th the quantity go(E) is excellent, as can be seen in fig. 7. Only around 
the singular point E = 0 do the curves differ notlceably. 

We want finally to make a comment  on the work done by Bahan and Bloch 20). 
These authors used a similar energy averaging - however not including any curvature 
corrections - with the Lorentzlan averaging function 

1 1 f(x) - . (3.27) 
lr l + x  2 

Using Green function techniques, they calculated the smooth part  of  the level density 
of  an infinite potential well w~th any given boundary. In the case of  the rectangular 
box, their result is 

lfo° g,(E) = ~ I +((E-E')/y) 2 g°(E')dE' 

V kr_}lrEol S ( 2 k~) C k, = ¼1rEo ~ ~ ~ 1 + - arctg +~-Eo ~ . (3.28) 
rc L 2 2 kr + k, 

In eq. (3.28), go(E)  is the smooth density (3.21); kr and k, are the real and imaginary 

parts of  the complex number x/E+iy: 

k r = Rex /E+  iy = x/½(X/E2 + ~2 + E),  

k, = I m x / E +  iy = X/½(X/E 2 + r 2 - -E) .  (3.29) 

Inserting the values (3.29) into (3.28), one sees immedaately that the density #r(E) 
becomes close to go(E) in the limiting case y/E << 1. However, in order to average 
out the shell effects of  the single-particle spectrum (3.19), a value of k, > 0.5 is re- 
quired which corresponds to y >~ x/E (both 7 and E being measured in units of  Eo ). 
Therefore, in applications with nucleon numbers 40 < N < 250, the parameter  7/E 
has values ~ ¼ to ~ ~ (see fig. 7) which lead to dafferences between gr(E) and go(E) 
of  some 1-2 ~o. These differences may be neglected in studying the level density itself, 
however, in calculating shell corrections, they turn out to be too large, and curvature 
corrections to g~(E) will be Indispensable also in the approach of  Ballan and Bloch. 
The formalism described above in sect. 2 can be apphed, if the generalized type of  
Lorentzlan curve 

1 f(x) = c ~ - -  (n = 2, 3,4,  . . )  (3 30) 
1 + x 2" 

is used, which was also considered by Bahan and Bloch 2o) (see also appendix D). 

4. The shell corrections for realistic potentials 

In sect. 3 we have shown that the Strutlnsky averaging method in the cases of  two 
simple infinite potentials leads practically to the same results as the semtclassical meth- 
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ods. F o r  the spectra  o f  realistic shell model  potent ia ls  - especially when the spin-  

orb i t  te rm and  C o u l o m b  potent ia l  are  included - no exact  analyt ical  me thod  o f  deter-  

mining  the average pa r t  o f  the level densi ty  or  the single-particle energy sum seems 

to exist at  present.  I t  is thus a considerable  advan tage  o f  S t ru tmsky ' s  me thod  tha t  It 

can be appl ied  as soon as the single-part icle energies are numerica l ly  known.  

We shall in the fol lowing show by means  o f  two examples  tha t  the method ,  us ing 

the s ta t ionariness  condi t ion  (2.30), is also able to give unique values o f  the shell 

correc t ion  for  realistic potent ials .  

u~ 

*10 

W00DS-SAXON 
N = 1/-,4 

I I 
/ 

C =  10  / 3  

-1 c = 1/,2 

-6 / i ~  ] 
1 2 / 

" c= 160 
~ .i. 6 

~ 1  ' ' +2 
'~' I c=118 t 7 ! .~- 1 2 

o k 't 
-5  -5 

1 2 1 2 "6~".] 

Fig 8. Shell corrections ~U for the neutron spectrum of a Woods-Saxon potential 5) as functions of 
7', calculated for different deformations Gausslan averaging has been used; the orders M of the 
curvature corrections are indicated. For the parameters of the potential, see ref. 5), c Is equal to the 
longer half-axis of the nucleus in units of Ro; c = 1 is the spherical case (h = ct = 0). The ertergy 

~Oo = 6 64 MeV 

4.1 NILSSON MODEL 

We ment ion  only briefly the calculat ions done  with a modif ied  osci l la tor  potent ia l  

in the Nl lsson model  [see e g. ref. 6)]. Curves which show &U as a funct ion o f  ~ for  

(hfferent orders  o f  the curvature  correc t ion  can be seen in figs. 14 and  15 o f  ref. 6). 

(Note  tha t  the numbers  indica ted  in these figures equal  2 M  in our  no ta t ion . )  I t  IS seen 

that ,  in general ,  ra ther  wel l -pronounced  pla teaus  are obta ined.  This is no t  surpris ing,  

as the Nl lsson  potent ia l  is infinite and the smoo th  level densi ty pa r t  is no t  very dif- 

ferent  f rom tha t  o f  the ha rmonic  oscil lator.  But the p la teaus  are  only well deve loped  

i f  M => 3, especially in the deformed  cases. This  shows that ,  mainly  due to the 12 term 
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m the potential, there are terms present in the uniform energy, which are of  higher 
order than 4 in the Fermi energy. [The spin-orbit term has been found not to influence 
much the average level density of  a harmonic-oscillator potential, see sect. IV of  
ref 5).] However, the plateau value offU is already reached locally in the curves with 
M = 2 at a stationary point Yo = (1-1-2)ho90. For higher orders M, the plateaus be- 
come longer, but their values remain approximately constant. Thus, a fourth-order 
curvature correction (M = 2) seems to be sufficient to give unambiguous values of  

U for the Ndsson model spectrum, provided that one takes the values of  6 U at the 
stationary points 70 

4.2. FINITE-DEPTH POTENTIALS 

The situation is more critical for fimte-depth potentials. In these cases, the average 
density of  the bound states as discontinuous at the upper edge of  the potential, being 
zero in the continuum region. Thus, it is not surprising that no plateau appears in 
~U(7 ), when the averaging range 7 is extended several units of  hto o into the contin- 
uum region 2 6). One possible way to overcome this difficulty is to artificially complete 
the spectrum outside the region of bound states In the calculations of ref. s) with a 
Woods-Saxon potential, the positive elgenvalues, which are obtained by diagonallza- 
tlon of the Hamiltoman m a harmonic-oscillator basis, have been used as such arti- 
ficial states. This method has also been used by Nix and collaborators al, 12), who 
worked with a folded Yukawa potential [For a discussion of the numerical stability 
o f  the unbound states as a function of  the cut-off of the basis, see ref. H).] 

In fig. 8, some results are presented which have been calculated with the Woods- 
Saxon neutron spectrum of ref. s) [for more details concerning the parametrlzation 
of  this potential, see ref. 13)]. The curves 6U(7 ) are shown for different deformations 
and curvature correction orders. In most cases, only a local plateau is present. But 
agmn, the stationary points 7o lie within a physically reasonable region t hogo < 7o < 

1.4 ha~ o and the values 6U(7o) are approximately the same for M = 2 and M = 3. 
In some cases at large deformations, no stationary point is found below 7 ~ 2 hco o. 

Th~s may be due to a shortcoming of  the artificial unbound states used, especially for 
the protons where the presence of the Coulomb barrier may influence the smooth 
behaviour of  the lowest unbound states. Another reason could be the uncertainty in 
the value of  the shell spacing ho9 o for large deformations, which should rather be 
determined from the level spectrum itself than by the definition analogous to the quan- 
tity ho~ o of  the Nilsson model. Nevertheless, the uncertainty in the value of 6U is not 

larger than ~ +0.3 MeV, if a mean value of 7o ~ (1.1-1.3)hcoo is used m these few 
cases. 

We should like to emphasize that the only purpose of the artificial unbound states 
~s to continue the spectrum of the bound states in such a way that its smooth behaviour 
remains unchanged over a larger region above the Fermi energy. In other words, 
these states may be considered as the hypothetical single-particle states belonging to 

~ In correspondence to the Ndsson model 6), we have defined hego = 41A-t-. 
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a nucleus with larger nucleon number A. In fact, the energy averaging of the level 
spectrum is equwalent to an averaging over the nucleon number A [cf. refs. ~' 4, s)]. 
The unbound states thus extrapolate the average behavlour of  the nuclei to those 
with larger A and have m this sense nothing to do with continuum states. Yet, the 
resonances caused by the potential m the continuum region may be used to locate the 
positions of  the hypothetical single-particle states belonging to larger nuclei, as has 
been demonstrated by the recent calculations done by Ross and Bhadun 27). However, 
we argue that only httle accuracy is gamed m evaluating the resonances - which is 
computahonally qmte a cumbersome procedure (especially for deformed nucle 0 -  
and that the approximate method mentioned above does as well m practical apphca- 
tlons. 

The use of  unbound states or resonances must be considered as merely being a 
technical trick to find the correct local behawour of  the average level density near the 
edge of the potential. No other physical influence of the continuum is to be taken into 
account m Strutmsky's averaging method. In fact, a modified prescription has recently 
been proposed 28) which exclusively takes the bound states into account also m 
fimte-depth potentmls. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

The averaging procedure m Strutmsky's shell correction method has been invests- 
gated. We have shown how the curvature correct10ns can be found for a general type 
of averaging function. We emphasize here, that these corrections form an essential 
part  of  the method and may by no means be omitted in calculating the uniform ener- 
gy iT. Their contribution to 0 is usually up to ten times larger than typical values o f  
the shell correction tSU. Thus, comparisons of  the Strutmsky averaging with the 
smoothing due to temperature m statistical calculations should be done very care- 
fully, since m that smoothing no equivalent to the curvature corrections exists [see 
also refs. 4, 29)]. 

We have shown that for two mfimte potentials, the Strutlnsky averaging leads to 
the same results for the smooth parts of  the level density and the single-particle energy 
sum as a semiclasslcal expansion of  these quantities. The first three terms of  this ex- 
pansmn [see also ref. 20)] are proportional to the volume, the surface, and the cur- 
vature of  the nucleus, respectively. (In the harmomc-oscdlator case there is no surface 
term.) There are no reasons not to expect the presence of a curvature term m the case 
of  realistic potentmls, too. Thus, by reasons of  consistency, such a curvature term 
should also be included m the liquid-drop energy ELy by which the quantity [7 is 
renormallzed in the shell correction theory. Recently, the influence of a curvature 
term m the droplet model has been studaed extensively by Hasse so). 

We have shown that the value of the averaging parameter y should be determined 
by a stat~onarmess condition for the shell correction. With th~s, Strutlnsky's method 
proves to be valid also for finite-depth potentials, contrary to the conclusions of  Lin 
[ref. 26)]. 
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As a result of our investigations, we expect an overall accuracy of ~ +0.5 MeV 
of  the shell corrections. This number is smaller than the value of the second-order 
shell corrections s) which have recently been estimated by Bunatian et al. 4) to be of  
the order of  1 MeV. Therefore we conclude that the averaging procedure is accurate 
enough for all applications to medium and heavy nuclei. 

The authors are very much indebted to Profs V. Strutmsky, A Bohr and B. Mottel- 
son for their crmclsm and valuable comments. We thank Prof. K. Alder for h~s in- 
terest and support of this work. 

Appendix A 

ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR INTEGRALS OVER THE AVERAGING FUNCTION 

In eq. (3.7), repeated integrals over the averaging func t ionf (x)  occur. The proper- 
ties (2.7), (2.8) o f f ( x )  allows us to derive asymptotic expressions for such integrals. 
In order to simplify the notation, we define functlonsju(x) (/~ = 0, + 1, + 2  . . . .  ) by 

fo(x) - f (x ) ,  

Y f , _  l(x) = fg(t)dt (# < 0), 
- -  o 0  

d 
f~+,(x) = ~xf~,(x ) (/z > 0). (A 1) 

From eq. (2.8) follows immediately 

f - l ( x )  -- (t)dt ~ 1 (x >> 1). (A.2a) 

Similarly, we find from eq. (2 8) by successive partial integration 

f - 2 ( x )  ~ x 

f -  3(x)  ~ ½x 2 + ½c2 

f_, ,(x) ~ {xS+½e2x (x .'>> 1) (A 2b) 

f -  5(x) .,, -~x4+lc2x 2 + 1 ~  

etc., 

where the c2j, are the moments defined by eq. (2.8). Eqs. (2.7e and f) are, of  course, 
equivalent with 

fv (x)  ,-, 0, p > 0. (x >> 1) (A.2c) 

Appendix B 
GAUSSIAN AVERAGING 

Usually, the Strutmsky method is employed with the Gausslan averaging function 
, _ X 2  

f ( x )  = O / 4 ~ ) e  • (B 1) 
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The averaging operator Gop [eq. (2.9)] is in this case 

Gop = ~ 1 d2U - e (~vd/dE)2. (B.2) 
ta=0 22U/~-~ ~2/t d E  2~ 

The inversed operator is thus immediately found to be: 

Gop 1 = e -(~q'd/dE)2, (B.3) 

from which the coefficients (2.3b) follow. The derivatives of the Gausslan (B.1) are 

f (Z)(x)  ft ,(x) (--1)u -x2 = -- e H~,(x), (B.4) 

with the Hermlte polynomials H~,(x). 

TABLE 1 

The  first m o m e n t s  Cz., and curvature  correction coefficients a2,. o f  the  averaging funct ion 
f ( x  ) = ~g cosh - 2x 

2m C2m a2m 

2 0 82247 - -0  41123 
4 2.8411 + 0  50734 x 10-1 
6 22.175 - -0  29804 × 10 -2  
8 313.81 + 0  10213 × 10 - a  

10 7080 7 --0.22926 × 10-  5 

Appendix C 

O T H E R  E X A M P L E S  

We mention only briefly two other examples For the function 

f ( x )  = (1/rc)cosh -1 x (C.1) 
we obtain 

a2, = ( -  1)"(½rc)2"/(2/0!. (C.2) 

Another function which may be of interest was used in fig. 4 

f ( x )  = ½cosh -2 x. (C.3) 

Its first integral, which gives the occupation numbers m zeroth-order curvature cor- 
rection [see eq. (2 14)] is equal to the Fermi function: 

f -  l(x) = ½[1 + tgh x] = 1/(1 + e- 2x). (C.4) 

The next mtegralf_2(x), used in calculating the uniform energy tff [see eqs. (2.16), 
(2.17)], is 

f -2 (x)  = ½[x+ln(2 cosh x)]. (C.5) 

The moments c2,, [eq. (2.8)] cannot be given analytically m this case; we have cal- 
culated them numerically and listed them, as well as the a2,,, in table 1. 
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Appendix D 

GENERALIZED LORENTZIAN FUNCTIONS 

Al though  the general ized Loren tz t an  curves 

f ( x ) = n s i u ( 1  ) 1 ~z 2n ~ (n = 2, 3, . . )  ( n . 1 )  l + x 2 n  

do  no t  fulfil all  the  condi t ions  s ta ted  in subsect.  2.2, they can be used with the cur-  

vature  correc t ion  formal ism,  i f  the  average level densi ty  g o ( E )  grows less rap id ly  wi th  

energy than  E 2n- 1. The  first n -  1 momen t s  o f  the funct ion (D.1)  are finite and  equal  to  

c2m = sin 2n rc sin rc (m = 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1 ) .  (D.2) 
~, 2n 

In  a s imilar  way as m subsect.  2.2, we can  wri te  the averaged level densi ty G(E) (cf. 

eqs. (2.6), (2 9) and  the discussion at  the  end o f  subsect.  2.2) as 

f+~o M f+_~f(x)R2M(E, rio(E + 7x)f(x)dx = ~ c2z d2Z rio(E) + 7x)d x 
- .  z~o (2#)! ~21, dE  2 - - ~  

= G~[go(E)j+Ari~t(E, 7) (M <= n - l ) .  (D.3)  

where R2u(E, 7x) is the remain ing  te rm after t runca t ing  the Tay lo r  series o f  go 

( E +  7x) a r o u n d  E at  the 2 M t h  term.  The curvature  correc t ion  coefficients a2z can  

thus be de te rmined  as in subsect.  2.2 by defining 

M 

(G~)  -1 = Z a2,72Zd2Z/dE2z" (D.4)  
/~=0 

In  the case n = 3, e.g., we ob ta in  ao = l ,  a 2 = - ¼ ,  a 4 = ~ff8- No te  tha t  eqs. (A.2a--c) 
ho ld  for  the funct ions (D.1) ,  too.  
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